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General Instructions : 
i) Question paper has two sections ‘A’ and ‘B’. 
ii) Attempt both sections separately. 
iii) Draw diagram on requirement.  

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

       

SECTION A 

Q1. Can an object have mechanical energy even if its momentum is zero? Why ?  1 

Q2. Convert the following temperature to Celsius scale.      1 

    i) 25K       ii) 293K 

Q3. In which region , the ozone  layer is present in the atmosphere?    1 

Q4. Why does a ship made up of iron float on water whereas a needle sinks in it ?  2 

Q5. How is the power related to force and speed ? How many kilogram will a man working with 
power of 100Wbe able to lift at a constant speed of 1 ms-1 (g=10m/s2 )   2 

Q6. From velocity   - time graph deduce the second equation of motion              2 

    S=ut+ ½ at2        

Q7. Give reasons :           2 

i) A gas cylinder  can’t be half filled. 

ii) Ctystallisation is better method than evaporation . 

Q8. What are polyatomic ions ? Give one exp of one polyatomic cation and two polyatomic 
anions.            2 

Q9. Define isotopes .Write the isotopes of hydrogen.      2 

Q10. Write chemical formula of the following compounds by valency criss cross method. 

Aluminium chloride, calcium hydroxide , iron (III) oxide  and Ammonium sulphate. 2 

Q11. Name two common weeds that grow with wheat and paddy.   2 

Q12. (i) What is reverberation ? How can it be reduced ? 

     (ii) What is the full form of SONAR? 

            Write functions of its two main parts.       3 

    OR 

How does sound propogate through the medium ? Why the sound waves are called 
longitudinal waves? 

Show sound waves in graphic form and mention crest and trough , wavelength and 
amplitude of  the wave in it .          
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Q13. Explain working of human ear with diagram .      3 

Q14. a) Give reason :           3 

i) Value of ‘g’ is not constant on earth. 

ii) Objects with different masses take same time to fall from a fixed height. 

b) On earth how much force is needed to lift an object of mass 200 gm ? 

Q15. State Bohr and Bury ‘s rule of distribution of electrons in different shells.   3 

Q16. Given that natural sample  of iron has isotopes 54Fe26,56Fe26   and ,57Fe26 in the ratio of  
5%,90% and 5% respectively ,what will be the average atomic mass of iron ?  3 

Q17.  Meena and Hari observed an animal in their garden. Hari called it an insect and Meena said 
it was an earthworm .Write three characters that confirm that it is an earthworm.    3 

Q18. (a) Give two examples each of infectious and non-infectious diseases. 

 (b) State mode of transmission of (i) Syphilis  (ii) Tuberculosis  (iii) Jaundice (iv) Malaria   3 

Q19.  Name the following :- 3 

 a) Tissue that forms inner lining of our mouth . 

 b) Tissue that connects muscles to bones . 

 c) Tissue that helps tender stems to bend without breaking . 

 d) Tissue present in bark of a tree. 

 e) Tissue present in the brain . 

 f) Tissue that transports food in plants .  

Q20. a) When a carpet is beaten with a stick , dust comes out of it . Explain. 

b) Two objects of mass 100gm and 200gm are moving along the same line and direction 
with velocity of 2m/s and 1m/s respectively. They collide and after collision first object 
moves with a velocity of 1.67m/s .Determine the velocity of the second object.  5 

     OR 

State reason for the following – 

a) All the cars are provided with seat belts . 

b) Road accidents with high speed are much than accident at low speed. 

An object with mass 100kg is accelerated uniformly from a velocity   of 5m/s to 8m/s in 6 
sec. Calculate the initial and final momentum of the object . Also find the magnitude of the 
force exerted on the object . 

Q21. Show that when a body is dropped from a certain height , the sum of its kinetic and 
potential energy at any instant during its fall is constant .     5 
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Q22. A Jar contains 3.4gm of NH3 ammonia gas . Calculate – 

i) The no. of moles of ammonia gas         1 

ii) No. of molecules of ammonia gas        1 

iii) No. of atoms of nitrogen and hydrogen present in the sample.      3 
 

Q23 . With the help of a labelled diagram show   

a) N2 cycle in nature . 

b) Describe briefly any two processes involved in cycling of nitrogen in the environment. 5                                                                 

Q24. Give reasons for      5 

 (a) Meristematic cells have a prominent nucleus and dense cytoplasm but they lack vacuole . 

 (b) We get a crunchy and granular feeling when we chew pear fruit . 

 (c) Some aquatic plants float on water surface . 

 (d) Kharif crops are easily infested by pests and fungi as compared to rabi crops . 

 (e) Antibiotics are used only against bacteria and not virus .        

SECTION B 

1. Which sheet will you choose as a sound reflecting surface to verify the laws of reflection?  2
 a) A smooth wooden  board or  

b) A thermocole  sheet .Why? 

2. Define density. The density of scaling wax is 1.8x103kg /m3. Express it in gm/cm3.     2 

3. In a chemical reaction ,31.9 gm of copper sulphate  solution  reacts with 21.2 gm of sodium 
carbonate  solution. The product formed were some amount of copper carbonate and 28.4 
gm of sodium sulphate. Calculate the mass of copper carbonate formed , also name the law 
verified by the given data.         2 

4. Arpit prepared a mixture of starch and water. What kind of solution he obtained? List three 
properties does this solution exhibits.       2 

5. Write the sequence to prepare temporary mount of onion peel .           2 

6 . Write two adaptive features of cockroach with reference to its habitat .   2 
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